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1. Introduction 
 
Wake County is seeking a forward-thinking development team to lease and develop the “Property”, located 
at 0 Chapanoke Rd., Raleigh, NC adjacent to Wake Technical Community College (Wake Tech) Public Safety 
Education Campus. Wake County seeks proposals from for-profit and not-for-profit developers to construct 
a walkable, environmentally sustainable, affordable, mixed-income multi-family project that fits within the 
context to the Southern Wake Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Corridor. Responses to this Request for Proposals 
(RFP) will be reviewed by Wake County and Wake Tech staff and should include legally-binding, affordable 
rental units as the residential portion of the total development, as well as uses that meet the needs of Wake 
Tech and local residents. For further context, see Appendix for the Wake Tech 2017 Master Plan, Wake 
County Comprehensive Affordable Housing Plan, and the City of Raleigh’s Wake BRT Southern Corridor 
webpage for reference. Wake County and the selected developer will negotiate the terms of the property 
lease and project development subject to approval by Wake Tech. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
2. Background 
 
SITE HISTORY 

 
Wake Tech Community College purchased 0 Chapanoke Rd. in 2014. But upon review of their 
property portfolio, Wake Tech determined this property was better suited for community needs 
than campus operations. To provide affordable housing options for the local community and Wake 
Tech students, Wake Tech decided to donate the property to Wake County to facilitate the 
development of affordable housing on the site. Wake County has performed a survey and Phase I 
Environmental Site Assessment, which will be provided to the selected development partner. 
 

NEED FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING & PROPERTY CONTEXT  
 
In 2017 the Wake County Board of Commissioners adopted the Wake County Affordable Housing 
Plan which identified a shortage of 56,000 homes for those earning less than 50% of the Area 
Median Income (AMI). A recommended strategy of the Plan was to identify publicly owned land 
suitable for development of affordable housing. The goal is to direct the reduction of land cost into 
the development to generate affordability.  
 
In addition to affordability, location is critically important for residents’ economic opportunity. In 
January 2019, planning of the City of Raleigh’s Southern BRT Corridor began with a study to help 
identify a preferred route for transit extending from downtown Raleigh to the Town of Garner. This 
work built upon the Southern Gateway Corridor Study completed in 2017 and the Wake Transit Plan 
Major Investment Study completed in 2018. In July 2020, the City released the Equitable 
Development Around Transit Guidebook which provides the policy structure and design principles to 
guide development along BRT corridors in the City. These studies and guidebook provide important 
context to the City‘s plans for the area surrounding the property and should be reviewed as a part of 
the proposal formulation process. 

  



LOCATION 
 
The property is located at 0 Chapanoke Rd., Raleigh NC 27603. There are 6.1 acres of predominantly 
wooded land with a utility easement present on the property. See attached map, aerial, and survey 
in the Appendix.  
 
The property is zoned IX-3 in the City of Raleigh’s Unified Development Ordinance (UDO). Rezoning 
to a zone that accommodates multifamily housing will be required. Raleigh Mixed Use zones such as 
CX, RX, OX, or NX may provide the best options for rezoning.  
 

SOUTHERN WAKE BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) 
 

The Southern BRT will connect downtown Raleigh to North South Station and Purser Drive in Garner. 
The project is currently in the planning phase. Construction is estimated to begin in 2024-2025 with 
bus services starting in 2027. More information can be found at 
https://raleighnc.gov/projects/wake-brt-southern-corridor. 
 

RELEVANT POLICY 
 
Proposals should be drafted with the recent/potential Raleigh UDO text changes in mind: 
 

TC-17A-20 - Transit Overlay District 
 
The City of Raleigh adopted this text change on October 5th, 2021, which will guide implementation 
of transit overlay districts in the city. The land use map reflecting the new district should be mapped 
by January 2022. The Chapanoke Rd. property is located within a TOD overlay district given the 
proximity to the Southern Wake BRT. Proposals must adhere to the overlay district requirements.  

 
TC-11-21 Parking Minimums, Maximums, and Mitigations 
 
Raleigh has a pending text change that will consider parking requirements including minimums, 
maximums, and mitigation measures.  
 
TC-1-21 Outdoor Amenity Areas 
 
Outdoor Amenity Areas – Effective June 20th, 2021, the intention of this text change is to provide 
usable on-site outdoor space in residential and non-residential developments 
 
For more details visit: https://raleighnc.gov/SupportPages/text-change-cases and search for the text 
change case number. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Project Scope & General Requirements 
 

When responding to this RFP, please follow all instructions carefully. Please submit proposal contents 
according to the outline specified and submit documents according to the instructions. Failure to follow 



these instructions will be considered a non-responsive proposal and may result in immediate elimination 
from further consideration. By submitting a proposal, Proposers acknowledge that: 
 

Wake County reserves the right to reject any or all proposals if it determines that select proposals 
are not responsive to the RFP. Wake County reserves the right to reconsider any proposal submitted 
at any phase of the procurement. It also reserves the right to meet with select Proposers at any time 
to gather additional information. 

 
Proposals will be received by Wake County at the time noted on the cover page of this document. At 
that point, Wake County will close the receipt of proposals and begin the evaluation process. The 
only information that will be released will be the names of the respondent(s). No other information 
will be disclosed, except as required by the evaluation process, until a contract is awarded. 
 
Wake County, solely at its option, may disclose the name(s) of any firms or companies being 
considered or elevated during the process. Proposers are not to contact any staff or official in 
reference to the process due to the nature of a competitive environment and to protect the 
integrity of the RFP process. Any attempt by a Proposer to contact or influence a member or 
members of the aforementioned will result in the immediate disqualification of the Proposer from 
award for items or services on this RFP. 
 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR WAKE COUNTY CONSIDERATION 
 
Applicant proposals must meet all local development standards, as well as the following Wake County -
specific minimum requirements: 
 

a. Include the construction of legally-binding, affordable units which are subject to maximum 
rent limits designed to help make rent affordable to low-to-moderate income households 
 

b. If the project proposed to be federally funded or financed, the project must adhere to 
eligibility requirements of those sources of funding 
 

c. Annual reporting of tenant income certification, rent rolls, and units occupied by Wake Tech 
students will be required  
 

Site Vision 
 
This future development will be a part of a large-scale urban transformation along the South 
Wilmington Street corridor. The goal for this property is to provide affordable and equitable 
opportunities through publicly owned surplus land, in addition to supporting residents to experience 
upward mobility. Housing that is affordable contributes toward these goals.  
 
The property is located just east of the proposed Chapanoke Rd. BRT station areas and is designated 
as an Emerging Urban Center in the City of Raleigh’s Equitable Development Around Transit 
Guidebook. Developments in these locations are envisioned to be characterized by larger mixed-use 
development consisting of residential, retail, office, civic, and community services. 
 



Given that South Wilmington Street will be high activity BRT corridor, densities that are feasible and 
appropriate to the Emerging Urban Center station area will be expected for this site. Effective 
management of parking, urban street frontages, open space, tree conservation, and prioritization of 
pedestrian safety and mobility should characterize a proposal for this site. 
 
Building Uses 
 
Wake County also desires a mixed-income development, primarily serving Low-to-Moderate Income 
(LMI) families. This development must contain a minimum of 30% of unit’s set-aside for eligible 
Wake Tech students as defined in Attachment D. The County desires maximized affordability on-site 
among other housing and commercial uses. A preliminary analysis of the site suggested up-to 175 
units may be feasible. Residential development is a priority.  
 
The development must also contain approximately 1,000 square feet of educational or multi-
purpose space to be utilized by Wake Tech. Wake Tech and other providers shall be responsible for 
all programming costs; however, Wake Tech or approved educational providers shall have no 
obligation to pay rent or any construction costs related to the space. In addition, the proposal must 
allow Wake Tech to reserve naming and branding rights for the educational space. 
 
Residential Unit Size and Type 

 
Applicants’ proposals should include variety of rental and/or ownership units. The desired mix of 
units should be supported through market demand demonstrated in the proposal. Proposals shall 
explain the basis for the proposed mix of unit types, sizes, and incomes in the development. 

 
Green Building and Site Requirements  

 
This project must meet the standards and requirements of ENERGY STAR 2.0 as verified by an 
independent, third-party expert who assists with project design, verification of construction quality, 
and testing of completed units.   
 
Developments are encouraged and will be evaluated based on the incorporation green building 
techniques including but not limited to the following areas:  
 

a. Energy efficiency and renewable energy  
b. Efficient site usage including building placement and orientation 
c. Safeguarding water quality and water efficiency  
d. Conservation of materials and resources  
e. Indoor environmental quality  

 
Applicants must comply with the Raleigh Comprehensive Plan and Unified Development Ordinance 
(UDO). Links to these documents are listed in the Appendix. 

 
Financial Terms 

The proposed lease rate shall be included in the project financial pro forma, which shall also identify 



anticipated funding sources (including possible public sources) that will be sought to finance the 
project.  If any public funds are contemplated in the proposal’s financing plan, the proposal shall 
indicate: 

 
a. Type of public funding contemplated 
b. Amount to be requested by source 
c. Proposed use(s) of such funds (i.e., construction, permanent financing) 
d. Timeline indicating when such funds would be required by the developer  

 
For County funds, Loan Terms must be consistent with the following guidelines: 
 

a. Financing: Construction or Permanent must be indicated 
b. Maximum total loan-to-value: 100% of appraised value  
c. Interest Rate: 0% to 2%  
d. Term: 20 to 40 Years, minimum affordability period of 30-years  
e. Repayment: Fixed repayment is preferred, variable and non-amortizing repayment can be 

requested, deferred or cash-flow basis only if required by first-mortgage leverage 
f. Lien: First or subordinate with conditions, must include Right of First Refusal  

 
Financial Assumptions 

The following assumptions should be used when preparing the financial pro forma unless alternative 
funding sources are subject to different or more restrictive terms.  

 
a. Contingencies: Developer must use at least 5% for hard construction and soft costs  
b. Pro forma: Must clearly show operating cash flow projections, vacancy allowance, annual 

rent/operating expenses, and replacement reserve per year per unit 
c. Debt/operating coverage ratio: Total DCR (first and subordinate mortgages) must be at least 

1.15 for the entire term of the loan  
d. Leverage: It is anticipated that the selected developer will obtain the majority of financing 

for development of the project from non-public sources (leverage). The amount of leverage 
included in the proposed financing plan will be evaluated competitively against other 
proposals received. Proposals with higher leverage ratios will be evaluated favorably  

e. Federal requirements: if the proposed financing plan includes federal funding sources such 
as HOME, HOPWA, or Section 8, they must include costs and time for compliance with all 
applicable federal requirements (Section 3, Davis Bacon, etc.) in project pro-forma and 
timeline 

Public Finance Sources 
 
Public finance opportunities may be available through programs such as Wake County’s Affordable 
Housing Development Program (AHDP) and the City of Raleigh’s Community Development Programs. 
AHDP supports the development and preservation of affordable housing through gap financing 
meant to leverage private debt and other sources of public equity, such as Low-Income Housing Tax 
Credits (LIHTC). More information can be found at the Bids and Notices section of the County’s 
webpage. Information for the City of Raleigh’s program can be found on the Community 
Development RFP, RFQ, and NOFA webpage.   



GENERAL SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
 Proposal Contact 
 

This RFP and any subsequent action taken as a result thereof is issued by the Wake County Housing 
Affordability and Community Revitalization Department (HACR) in accordance with North Carolina 
General Statutes. Proposal responses should be directed to Equitable Housing and Community 
Development Division (EHCD) as outlined below.  
      
Contact:  Melissa England 

Purchasing Manager  
Wake County Finance/Procurement Services 
(919) 856–6327 
Melissa.england@wakegov.com 

 
Submittal Requirements 
 
Proposers are required to prepare their proposals in accordance with the instructions outlined in 
this part and elsewhere in this RFP. Each Proposer is required to submit its proposal in a sealed 
package. 
 
One (1) digital copy on USB memory stick shall be submitted to the address shown below.  
 

Delivery Address: 
Melissa England 
Wake County Procurement Services 
Wake County Justice Center, 2nd Floor, Rm 2900 
301 S. McDowell Street 
Raleigh, NC 27601  

 
Wake County must receive proposals no later than 3:00 PM EDT on Tuesday, March 22, 2022. The 
Proposer’s name, contact email, and RFP number must be marked clearly on the proposal 
submission. The time of receipt shall be determined by a time clock in the office of the Housing 
Affordability & Community Revitalization Department. Wake County will not be held responsible for 
the failure of any mail or delivery service to deliver a proposal response prior to the stated proposal 
due date and time. It is solely the Proposer’s responsibility to: (1) Ascertain that they have all 
required and necessary information, documents, and addenda, prior to submitting a response; (2) 
Ensure that the response is received at the correct location and time. Late responses, regardless of 
delivery means, will not be accepted. Fax or email responses will not be accepted. 
 
Proposer Expenses 
 
Wake County will not be responsible for any expenses incurred by any Proposer in the development 
of a response to this Request for Proposal or any other activities associated with this procurement 
including but not limited to any onsite (or otherwise) interviews and/or presentations, and/or 
supplemental information provided, submitted, or given to Wake County and/or its representatives. 
Further, Wake County shall reserve the right to cancel the work described herein prior to issuance 



and acceptance of any contractual agreement /purchase order by the recommended Proposer even 
if Wake County has formally accepted a recommendation. 
 
Interpretations, Discrepancies, and Omissions 
 
Should any Proposer find discrepancies, omissions or ambiguities in this RFP, the Proposer must at 
once request in writing an interpretation from the proposal contact listed above. The deadline for 
submitting questions is 5:00 PM EST on Friday, February 11, 2022. All questions will be answered to 
the extent possible in the form of addenda to the specifications. The addenda will be available within 
7 calendar days following the question deadline. All written requests for clarification should be 
emailed to melissa.england@wakegov.com 
 
Failure to request an interpretation will be considered evidence that the Proposer understands 
the provision of the RFP. 
 
The issuance of a written addendum is the only official method by which interpretation, clarification 
or additional information will be given by Wake County. Only questions answered by formal written 
addenda will be binding. Oral and other interpretations or clarification will be without legal effect. It 
is the intent not to issue any addenda after Friday, February 18, 2022. 
 
Pre-Proposal Questions 
 
Wake County will also make a good faith effort to provide other data or attachments, if the request 
will further clarify the project’s scope. All requests for further information shall be received by 5:00 
PM EST on Friday, February 11, 2022. A copy of all answers and further clarifications provided to 
those making inquiries will be posted as an addendum to the RFP on the Wake County’s website on 
Friday, February 18, 2022. 
 
Finalists and Interviews 
 
Wake County staff may, at its discretion, identify a short-list of finalists who would be expected to 
respond to questions. Additional information regarding the content of the interview will be provided 
to the selected finalists. 
 
Award 
 
Wake County reserves the right to award a contract, based on initial offers received from Proposers, 
without discussion and without conducting further negotiations. Under such circumstance, the 
acceptance of a proposal shall be deemed to be an acceptance of an offer and that such acceptance 
will be binding upon both parties. Wake County may also, at its sole discretion, have discussions with 
those Proposers that it deems to fall within a competitive range. Wake County may enter 
negotiations separately with such Proposers. Negotiations with a Proposer may continue with a 
Proposer that has tentatively selected to award a contract to. Wake County shall not be deemed to 
have finally selected a Proposer until a contract has been successfully negotiated and signed by both 
parties. 
 
Retention of Proposer Material 
 



Any and all information submitted in conjunction with this RFP and the evaluation process will not 
be returned to the respondent. 
 

SCHEDULE  
 

  
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 RFP Release Date 
Friday, February 11, 2022, 5pm Questions due from Proposers to the Proposal Contact 
Friday, February 18, 2022 Answers provided to Questions posted to the County’s website 
Tuesday, March 22, 2022, 3pm RFP Submission Deadline 
Tuesday, March 22, 2022 Proposals in Review 
Early May 2022 Interviews 
Early June 2022 Developer Selected 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. General Terms and Conditions 
 
CERTIFICATION 

 
The Proposer hereby certifies that it has carefully examined this Request for Proposal and the 
Proposer certifies that it understands the scope of the work to be done and that the Proposer has 
knowledge and expertise to provide the scope of the work. By signature on the response to the RFP, 
the Proposer certifies that its proposal is made without prior understanding, agreement, or 
connection with any corporation, firm or person submitting a proposal for the same materials, 
supplies, or equipment, and is in all respects fair and without collusion or fraud, so that all proposals 
for the purchase will result from free, open, and competitive proposing among all Proposers. 
Further, the Proposer certifies that it understands that collusive bidding/proposing is a violation of 
Federal law and can result in fines, prison sentences, and civil damage awards. 

 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
 

By submission of a response, the Proposer agrees that at the time of submittal, it: (1) has no interest 
(including financial benefit, commission, finder’s fee, or any other remuneration) and shall not 
acquire any interest, either direct or indirect, that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of Proposer’s services, or (2) will not benefit from an award resulting in a “Conflict of 
Interest.” A “Conflict of Interest” shall include holding or retaining membership, or employment, on 
a board, elected office, department, division or bureau, or committee sanctioned by and/or 
governed by Wake County. Proposers shall certify no conflict of interests (see Attachment C). 
Proposers shall report conflict of interests, and the individuals involved, on separate paper with the 
response and shall understand that Wake County, in consultation with legal counsel, may reject their 
proposal. 

 
GOVERNING LAW 
 

This RFP and any contract resulting therefrom shall be governed by and construed according to the 
laws of the State of North Carolina. Should any portion of any contract be in conflict with the laws of 



the State of North Carolina, the State laws shall invalidate only that portion. The remaining portion 
of the contract(s) shall remain in effect. 
 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION/PUBLIC RECORDS LAW 
 

Wake County assumes no responsibility for confidentiality of information offered in a proposal. The 
RFP does not intend to elicit proprietary information. However, if proprietary information is 
submitted as part of the proposal, the information is to be labeled as such. Proposals are not subject 
to public inspection until after the contract award. Wake County reserves the right to share any 
information submitted in response to this RFP or process with any person(s) or firm(s) involved in 
the review and evaluation process. Proprietary or confidential information must be clearly labeled as 
such at the time of initial submission and to the extent provided by N.C.G.S. Chapter 132, will not be 
made available for public inspection. In the event that a request for inspection is made under public 
records law, the Proposer will be notified of the request and may participate in any subsequent civil 
action to compel disclosure of confidential information. 
 

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
 

Proposer must comply with all applicable State and Federal Laws. In the event any Governmental 
restrictions may be imposed which would necessitate alteration of the material, quality, 
workmanship, or performance of the items offered on this proposal prior to their delivery, it shall be 
the responsibility of the successful Proposer to notify Wake County at once, indicating in their letter 
the specific regulation which required such alterations. Wake County reserves the right to accept 
any such alterations, including any price adjustments occasioned thereby, or to cancel the contract.  
 
To ensure compliance with the E-Verify requirements of the General Statutes of North Carolina, all 
contractors, including any subcontractors employed by the contractor(s), by submitting a bid, 
proposal, or any other response, or by providing any material, equipment, supplies, services, etc., 
attest and affirm that they are aware and in full compliance with Article 2 of Chapter 64, (NCGS64-
26(a)) relating to the E-Verify requirements. 
 

ACCEPTANCE 
 

Submission of any proposal indicates a Proposer’s acceptance of the conditions contained in this RFP 
unless clearly and specifically noted otherwise in the proposal.  
 
Furthermore, Wake County is not bound to accept a proposal on the basis of lowest price, and 
further, Wake County has the sole discretion and reserves the right to cancel this RFP, and to reject 
any and all proposals, to waive any and all informalities and/or irregularities, or to readvertise with 
either the identical or revised specifications, if it is deemed to be in Wake County’s best interests to 
do so. Wake County reserves the right to accept or reject any or all of the items in the proposal, and 
to award the contract in whole or in part and/or negotiate any or all items with individual Proposers 
if it is deemed in Wake County’s best interest. Moreover, Wake County reserves the right to make 
no selection if proposals are deemed to be outside the fiscal constraint or not in the best interest of 
Wake County. 
 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 
 



Wake County reserves the right to negotiate additional services with the Proposer at any time after 
initial contract award. 
 

E-VERIFY REQUIREMENTS 
 To ensure compliance with the E-Verify requirements of the General Statutes of North Carolina, all 
 contractors, including any subcontractors employed by the contractor(s), by submitting a bid, 
 proposal or any other response, or by providing any material, equipment, supplies, services, etc., 
 attest and affirm that they are aware and in full compliance with Article 2 of Chapter 64, (NCGS64-
 26(a)) relating to the E-Verify requirements.  
 
IRAN DIVESTMENT ACT 
 By signing this agreement or acceptance of this contract/purchase order or by submission of any 

bid, proposal, etc., vendors and or contractors certify that as of the date of execution of this 
agreement or date of receipt of the purchase order, contractor/vendor and/or subcontractors 
affirm they are not listed on the Final Divestment List created by the State Treasurer pursuant to 
N.C.G.S. 147-6e, Iran Divestment Act Certification. Contractor/vendor shall not utilize any 
subcontractor that is identified on the list. This includes all requirements defined in NCGS 147-86, 
House Bill 161. 

  



_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Submission Requirements 
 
APPLICATION SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 
 

This sheet should be used as a coversheet for your proposal with all attachments in the order as listed 
below. To be considered complete, the proposal must include the following supporting documents:  

 
1. Cover letter briefly describing the proposed development, incomes to be served, building/site 

amenities and project timeline 

2. 30-year proforma including Sources and Uses 

3. Signed, notarized affidavit of no conflict of interest or a statement of disclosure of conflict of 
interest (see Attachment C) 

4. Outline plans and specifications, including at a minimum: elevations, floor plans and a site plan 

5. Short narrative describing how Energy Star or other standards will be used and any other 
sustainable practices that will be implemented and how that will be ensured 

6. A narrative describing the expected timeline and key milestones to placement of the property into 
service 

7. Resume or other qualifications of the developer or sponsor, including a list of previous projects 
and individuals who will work as project manager 

8. Audited or certified financial statements of the developer or sponsor for the past 2 years, including 
tax identification number (Unaudited statements will be accepted if audited statements are not 
obtained) 

9. Letters of support from other agencies and funding sources with whom you intend to collaborate 

10. Applicants that have not previously received funds from Wake County must provide letters of 
reference from up to three public lenders from which they have received funding in the past 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Evaluation Criteria 
 
Responses will be evaluated based on criteria including but not limited to:  
 

Criteria Points 
Project Viability   

1. Financial Feasibility & Project Timeline 30 
2. Development Quality & Urban Design Goals 20 
3. Development Experience and Management Approach 10 

Wake County Goals   
4. Project Vision  20 
5. Affordability and Unit Mix 20 

TOTAL 100 

 
PROJECT VIABILITY 

1. Financial Feasibility – 30 points 

a. Preference is given to projects that have a high probability of moving forward. Wake 
County will review each project’s development pro forma for accuracy and 
reasonableness. Reasonableness of pro forma assumptions will be a significant factor in 
the awarded proposal.  
 
Projects that have secured or seek to leverage funds from other sources, where eligible, 
will be given preference. Projects that have commitments of funding at the time of 
application are preferred. Letters of support from funding sources should be provided in 
this application. After the project has been completed the developer must furnish a cost 
certification.  

b. Please submit a narrative describing the expected timeline and key milestones to 
placement of the property into service. Preference will be given to proposals that present 
a realistic plan for efficiently meeting timeline milestones. Further, preference will be 
given to Respondents who demonstrate innovation in building strategies and techniques. 

i. Include the expected timeline for securing all sources of financing, including a 
timeline for the negotiation, and closing of any public financing.  

ii. Describe planned construction methods, including innovative strategies and 
techniques to deliver developments on time and within the budget.  

iii. Include the expected timeline for development review and entitlements.  

 
 
 



2. Development Quality & Urban Design - 20 points 

a. Projects will be evaluated based upon the quality of the project design, material selection 
and site considerations. This evaluation of project development quality will heavily 
consider the quality of the applicant team’s past projects. Items that will be considered: 

i. The building use is compatible with the surrounding context and existing 
neighborhood. 

ii. Site designs should prioritize safety and protection of people using human-
powered transit modes such as walking, bicycling, skateboarding, etc. 

iii. Overall building design is well articulated, responds to its surrounding context, 
provides a human-scale to the street experience, and is characterized as 
possessing “architectural appeal.” 

iv. Material selections are of good quality, designed for normal maintenance and 
can be expected to perform well over the long-term. 

v. The project efficiently utilizes the site accounting for any additional major 
geotechnical, environmental, or utility infrastructure expenditures. 

vi. Subsidized units located within a larger development should not differ in size and 
overall quality to the market rate units. 

b. Based on the Equitable Development Around Transit (EDAT) Guidebook, the intersection 
of Chapanoke Rd. and S. Wilmington St. will be considered an Emerging Urban Center 
station area defined as a ‘larger mixed-use center of commercial and community 
activities.’ Proposals should demonstrate the consideration of mixed uses in building(s) 
design, and may consist of residential, retail, office, civic, and community services. The 
site plan should be consistent with urban street frontage, pedestrian safety and mobility, 
and efficient parking management.  

c. Proposals for this site should align with recommendations found in the EDAT Guidebook 
and the current Southern Wake BRT project process. 

 
3. Development Experience and Management Approach – 10 points 

a. Consideration will be given to the capacity and experience of the development and 
management team, including:  

i. Experience maintaining long-term development projects, including those with 
affordability compliance periods.  

ii. Demonstration of a successful track record completing multiple high-quality, 
mixed-use projects inside of Wake County or, if that is not possible, similar past 
projects outside Wake County.     

iii. Evaluation of the creditworthiness and financial management of the developer or 
sponsor to ensure acceptable financial capacity to carry the project forward. The 



financial capability of the developer to contribute equity and successfully obtain 
construction and permanent financing will be evaluated. 

iv. For proposals consisting of rental units, the property manager’s experience will 
be evaluated, and a review of local and state projects will be performed.  

v. For proposals consisting of rental units, preference will be given to management 
plans that offer continuous on-site management.  

 
WAKE COUNTY POLICY GOALS 
 

4. Project Vision – 20 points 

a. Among a mix of commercial and residential uses, Wake County seeks to generate a 
legally binding, affordable housing development primarily serving Low-to-Moderate 
Income (LMI) families.  

b. This development must contain a minimum of 30% of units set-aside for eligible Wake 
Tech students and families, among other affordable housing units.  

i. Student eligibility for set aside units must be in compliance with Federal funding 
guidelines described in Attachment D 

ii. Set-aside units will require property management: 

1. Notify Wake Tech prior to commencement of preleasing or upon receipt 
of notice of intent to vacate a set-aside unit 

2. Hold unit open for referrals for thirty (30) days after the Certificate of 
Occupancy, or after initial lease-up, thirty (30) days starting when Wake 
Tech receives notice of vacancy  

3. Management should not designate which units are going to be Wake 
Tech units prior to receiving referrals and must not concentrate Wake 
Tech units into one building or location 

c. Proposals should maximize the site design to include the maximum units feasible, as well 
as complimentary commercial, retail, office, or civic space 

d. The proposal must describe and depict up-to 1,000 square feet of educational or multi-
purpose space to be utilized by Wake Tech.  

i. Proposer should describe how property management will work with Wake Tech 
or approved educational providers to coordinate availability of space for 
educational programming  

e. In addition, the proposal must allow Wake Tech to reserve naming and branding rights 
for the educational space. 

5. Affordability and Unit Mix – 20 points 



a. Preference will be given to proposals that offer an equitable portion of total units to 
individuals or households earning at or below 50% AMI. The County desires a mix of unit 
size, type, and affordability. The proposal may contain ownership options that do not 
convey land. 

 
Applications will be reviewed for completeness and eligibility. All responsive and responsible proposals will be 
ranked according to the criteria stated in this Request for Proposals. Any application scoring less than 75 out 
of the 100 eligible points will not be recommended for approval. Any changes to the agreed upon terms, land 
use types, levels of affordability, units produced or any other substantial change to the terms of the original 
agreement by a developer selected for the conveyance of the property, will require review and approval by 
Wake County.      



_______________________________________________________________ 
Appendix A 

 
Wake County 2017 Affordable Housing Plan  
https://www.wakegov.com/departments-government/housing-affordability-community-
revitalization/get-involved 
 
Wake County Comprehensive Plan  
https://www.wakegov.com/departments-government/planning-development-
inspections/planning/planwake 
 
Equitable Development Around Transit Guidebook  
https://raleighnc.gov/equitable-transit-development 
 
Wake BRT: Southern Corridor 
https://raleighnc.gov/projects/wake-brt-southern-corridor 
 
Raleigh Unified Development Ordinance 
https://raleighnc.gov/business/content/PlanDev/Articles/Zoning/ZoningRemapping.html 
 
The Property 

        https://maps.raleighnc.gov/imaps/?pin=1702432102 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 

  



_______________________________________________________________ 
Appendix B 
 
LOCATION OF PROPERTY – 0 CHAPANOKE RD, RALEIGH NC 27603

 
 
 
  



MAP AND AERIAL OF PROPERTY – 0 CHAPANOKE RD, RALEIGH NC 27603

 
 

 



_______________________________________________________________ 
Appendix C 
 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT  
 
I, ______________________________, Executive Director/Director/President of 

________________________________________________________________,  

certify that no conflict of interest exists between the ___________________________________________ 

staff, Officers, Board of Directors, Board Members, immediate family members or immediate interested 

parties, as it pertains to the following property/project: 

__________________________________________________________________.  

 
 
Printed Name:_________________________  

Signed:_______________________________  

Date:_________________________________  

 

State of _____________________  

County of_____________________  

 

I,_____________________ ,Notary Public, do certify that ___________________ personally appeared 

before me this day and acknowledged the due execution of the foregoing agreement. Witness my hand and 

Notary Seal, this_____ day of _____________, 20__.  

Notary Public:_______________________  

My Commission expires:___________        (seal) 

  



_______________________________________________________________ 
Appendix D 
 
STUDENT ELIGIBILITY UNDER FEDERAL FUNDING  
 
Housing developed utilizing Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) or U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) grant funds are generally ineligible for households consisting of one or more full 
time students. This includes students at Community Colleges, such as Wake Tech. However, there are 
specific exceptions for each funding source. If funding sources are blended for the proposed development, 
tenants must meet BOTH sets of eligibility considerations. 
 
For LIHTC Housing, eligible Wake Tech students must meet one or more of the following exceptions for non-
traditional student households AND cannot be claimed as a dependent on someone else’s tax return other 
than the absent parent of the children.  

a. Household is comprised of a single parent(s) with minor children where neither the parent nor at 
least one child is claimed as a dependent on someone else’s tax return other than the absent parent 
of the children.  

b. Household receives Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF/Work First).  
c. Student is enrolled in a job training program similar to the Job Training Partnership Act, Workforce 

Investment Act, or under other similar Federal, state, or local programs.  
d. Student was previously in foster care.  
e. Household members are married and entitled to file a joint tax return.  

 
For HUD Housing, eligible Wake Tech students must meet one or more of the following exceptions.  

a. Over the age of 24  
b. Veteran of the U.S. military  
c. Married  
d. Has a dependent child who resides with the household member at least 50% of the time?  
e. Is a person with disabilities receiving Section 8 assistance? 
f. Can demonstrate independence from their parents, including additional qualifiers such as: 

o Orphan  
o Ward of the court  
o Emancipated minor  
o Homeless or at risk of being homeless  
o Not claimed as a dependent by parents or legal guardians  
o Provide certification of the amount (or lack thereof) of financial assistance provided by 

parent(s)  


